
Central Wireless Retains Investor Relations Firm 
As it Plans Business Transformation 

 
Los Angeles, November 14, 2017 — Central Wireless, Inc. (OTC: CWIR) today announced it has retained 
PondelWilkinson Inc. as its investor relations and strategic public relations firm to advise on 
communications matters, as the company restructures its business focus under new management as an 
acquisition holding company. 
 
PondelWilkinson will serve Central Wireless as its liaison to Wall Street and investors, handle media 
relations, and structure communications surrounding mergers and acquisitions, along with providing 
corporate communications counsel in connection with an eventual corporate name change and up-
listing to a major exchange. 
 
“We are beginning to build our team and believe PondelWilkinson will be a valuable resource, as we 
transform the company and implement our growth strategy and plan,” said Harry Orfanos, who 
assumed the leadership and was named Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Central Wireless in 
September 2017. 
 
Founded in 1968, PondelWilkinson has deep roots on Wall Street and provides a full complement of 
communications services for emerging and established publicly traded, pre-public and privately-owned 
companies in a wide range of industries.   
 
About Central Wireless, Inc. 
 
Founded in 2010 as Central Wireless Inc., the company today is being transformed as an acquisition 
holding company that intends to acquire and operate profitable businesses that have annual revenues 
of $30+ million. Management anticipates it will complete its first acquisition prior to the first half of 
2018.  
 
Forward-Looking Statements 
 
Except for historical information, some of the expectations and assumptions contained in this press 
release are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, 
completion of the company’s first acquisition prior to the first half of 2018, involve risks and 
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements expressed or 
implied herein. Factors that might cause such a difference, among others, include the company's ability 
to identify potential companies to acquire and to complete the acquisitions, and its ability to implement 
its business plan. As a result, this press release should be read in conjunction with the company's 
periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.  
 
For more information, please contact:  
investor@pondel.com 
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